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The first guide to tackle security architecture at the softwareengineering level Computer security has become a critical business
concern, and, assuch, the responsibility of all IT professionals. In thisgroundbreaking book, a security expert with AT&T
Business'srenowned Network Services organization explores system securityarchitecture from a software engineering perspective.
He explainswhy strong security must be a guiding principle of the developmentprocess and identifies a common set of features
found in mostsecurity products, explaining how they can and should impact thedevelopment cycle. The book also offers in-depth
discussions ofsecurity technologies, cryptography, database security, applicationand operating system security, and more.
Harvard Business Essentials are comprehensive, solution-oriented paperbacks for business readers of all levels of experience.
Calculating and assessing the overall financial health of the business is an important part of any managerial position. From reading
and deciphering financial statements, to understanding net present value, to calculating return on investment, Finance for
Managers provides the fundamentals of financial literacy. Easy to use and nontechnical, this helpful guide gives managers the
smart advice they need to increase their impact on financial planning, budgeting, and forecasting.
The tourism and hospitality industries are seeing continued success, which is why so many new businesses are trying to find a
foothold in the field. However, the functions and responsibilities of management differ heavily between organizations within the
tourism industry, such as the differences faced by big chain hotels, family owned hotels, and individually owned hotels.
Understanding the methods of managing such companies is vital to ensuring their success. Industrial and Managerial Solutions for
Tourism Enterprises is a pivotal reference source that focuses on the latest developments on management in the tourism and
hospitality industries. Highlighting a range of topics including core competency, customer relationship management, and
departmental relationships, this book is ideally designed for managers, restaurateurs, tour developers, destination management
professionals, travel agencies, tourism media journalists, hotel managers, management consulting companies, human resources
professionals, performance evaluators, researchers, academicians, and students.
Financial Accounting Essentials You Always Wanted To Know: Color Edition prepares new managers and leaders with the
foundation to understand financial accounting, a critical tool to document finances to shareholders, government tax authorities and
other critical parts of the business ecosystem. The chapters follow in a logical flow to describe the key components of financial
accounting, including: - Why are financial accounting systems necessary - Financial accounting systems and terms - The Balance
Sheet - The Income Statement - The Statement of Cash Flows Each chapter provides clear examples of the financial accounting
tools and includes practice examples to help train the reader in the usage of these critical tools. Financial Accounting Essentials is
part of the Self-Learning Management Essentials series that helps working professionals moving into management roles. About
the Author Kalpesh Ashar is a management consultant and corporate trainer holding an MBA (Dean's Award Winner) from
SPJIMR, one of Asia's top business schools, and an Engineering degree with honors in Electronics. He has over 21 years of
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experience in large organizations and start-ups in Asia, USA, and Europe. Kalpesh has worked in several project management
roles, like Senior Project Manager, Delivery Manager, and Program Manager. He is passionate about writing on management
subjects. His techno-business background gives him a unique position to write on management topics that are easy to understand
for non-MBA graduates. His books are authored in a simple to understand manner without unnecessary use of management
jargons. About Vibrant Publishers Vibrant Publishers is focused on presenting the best texts for learning about technology and
business as well as books for test preparation. Categories include programming, operating systems and other texts focused on IT.
In addition, a series of books helps professionals in their own disciplines learn the business skills needed in their professional
growth. Vibrant Publishers has a standardized test preparation series covering the GMAT, GRE and SAT, providing ample study
and practice material in a simple and well organized format, helping students get closer to their dream universities.
As indicated by the title, this book focuses on fundamental problems in finance: a logical dilemma in valuation, stock valuation
methods/models, risk valuation, and optimal capital structure. It presents an innovative approach to logic and quantitative
reasoning (without advanced mathematics) that delivers valuable results ---- convincing solutions to these problems. Readers in
finance will definitely be interested in these solutions as well as the methods. In fact, these fundamental problems are essential in
the field of finance, and they have remained unsolved (or partly unsolved) for decades. The solutions offered in this book are all
sound in theory and feasible in practice, and will hopefully benefit both theoretic al research and practical decision-making.
As markets become more dynamic and competitive, companies must reconsider how they view inventory and make changes to
their production and inventory systems. They must begin to think outside the classical box and develop a new paradigm of
inventory management. Exploring the trend away from classical models based on economic order quantities to dependent demand
systems, Inventory Management: Non-Classical Views comes as a just-in-time resource. Explore the new role of inventories in
business enterprises This book discusses a new paradigm for inventory management that is responsive to dynamic changes in the
economy. It explores: Inventory systems that provide flexibility Inventory performance measures other than using cost as a means
to control inventory Inventory as a contributor to customer value creation, rather than a liability The book also examines why
energy and the environment are to be considered in inventory decisions, the non-classical application of inventory management in
fields such as healthcare and disaster relief, and non-classical approaches to measuring the performance of inventory such as
information theory, fuzzy sets, and thermodynamics. While many factors may change, one certainty is that the global economy is
becoming increasingly dynamic. Planting the seeds for new research in inventory control and management, this book outlines the
evolving role of inventories in business enterprises. It explores how to create inventory management as a tool for continued
success regardless of market fluctuations and economic variances.
- UPDATED 2020 EDITION - New: Includes Chapter Summaries and Solutions to Practice Exercises - Financial Management
concepts simplified - Fundamentals explained for business professionals and non-finance graduates - Important standard
principles covered - Solved exercises and practice questions Financial Management Essentials You Always Wanted To Know:
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Color Edition provides new managers and leaders with the foundational concepts of financial management. Having deep
knowledge of law, engineering, and other professional disciplines doesn't prepare someone for the key role finance plays in
business. This book provides an overview of core financial concepts such as: - Analysis of financial statements - Cost of Capital Creating a capital budget - Managing working capital - Stocks and dividends - Forecasting Each chapter provides clear examples
of financial management practice and includes practice exercises to help train the reader in the usage of these critical tools. This
edition also includes Chapter Summaries and Solutions to Practice Exercises. About the Series Financial Management Essentials
You Always Wanted To Know: Color Edition is part of the Self-Learning Management Series that helps working professionals
moving into management roles. This Self Learning Management Series intends to give a jump start to working professionals,
whose job roles demand to have the knowledge imparted in a B-school but haven't got a chance to visit one. This series is
designed to address every aspect of business from HR to Finance to Marketing to Operations, be it any industry. Each book
includes basic fundamentals, important concepts, standard and well-known principles as well as practical ways of application of
the subject matter. The distinctiveness of the series lies in that all the relevant information is bundled in a compact form that is very
easy to interpret. About the Author Kalpesh Ashar is a management consultant and corporate trainer holding an MBA (Dean's
Award Winner) from SPJIMR, one of Asia's top business schools, and an Engineering degree with honours in Electronics. He has
over 21 years of experience in large organizations and start-ups in Asia, USA, and Europe. Kalpesh has worked in several project
management roles, like Senior Project Manager, Delivery Manager, and Program Manager. He is passionate about writing on
management subjects. His techno-business background gives him a unique position to write on management topics that are easy
to understand for non-MBA graduates. His books are authored in a simple to understand manner without unnecessary use of
management jargons.
The comprehensive solutions manual includes answers to all end of chapter questions and problems. Many of the solutions are
illustrated to help the student better understand the process involved with solving the problem. All of these illustrations can be
used as PowerPoint slides.
- Includes Chapter Summaries and Solutions to Practice Exercises - Financial Management concepts simplified - Fundamentals
explained for business professionals and non-finance graduates - Important standard principles covered - Solved exercises and
practice questions Financial Management Essentials You Always Wanted To Know: 4th Edition provides new managers and
leaders with the foundational concepts of financial management. Having deep knowledge of law, engineering, and other
professional disciplines doesn't prepare someone for the key role finance plays in business. This book provides an overview of
core financial concepts such as: - Analysis of financial statements - Cost of Capital - Creating a capital budget - Managing working
capital - Stocks and dividends - Forecasting Each chapter provides clear examples of financial management practice and includes
practice exercises to help train the reader in the usage of these critical tools. This edition also includes Chapter Summaries and
Solutions to Practice Exercises. This book is part of the Self-Learning Management Series that helps working professionals
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moving into management roles. About the Author Kalpesh Ashar is a management consultant and corporate trainer holding an
MBA (Dean's Award Winner) from SPJIMR, one of Asia's top business schools, and an Engineering degree with honours in
Electronics. He has over 21 years of experience in large organizations and start-ups in Asia, USA, and Europe. Kalpesh has
worked in several project management roles, like Senior Project Manager, Delivery Manager, and Program Manager. He is
passionate about writing on management subjects. His techno-business background gives him a unique position to write on
management topics that are easy to understand for non-MBA graduates. His books are authored in a simple to understand
manner without unnecessary use of management jargons. About the Series Financial Management Essentials You Always
Wanted To Know: 4th Edition is part of the Self-Learning Management Series that helps working professionals moving into
management roles. This Self Learning Management Series intends to give a jump start to working professionals, whose job roles
demand to have the knowledge imparted in a B-school but haven't got a chance to visit one. This series is designed to address
every aspect of business from HR to Finance to Marketing to Operations, be it any industry. Each book includes basic
fundamentals, important concepts, standard and well-known principles as well as practical ways of application of the subject
matter. The distinctiveness of the series lies in that all the relevant information is bundled in a compact form that is very easy to
interpret. About Vibrant Publishers Vibrant Publishers is focused on presenting the best texts for learning about technology and
business as well as books for test preparation. Categories include programming, operating systems and other texts focused on IT.
In addition, a series of books helps professionals in their own disciplines learn the business skills needed in their professional
growth.
????????????????????,?????????????,???????????????????????????????????????????????
This supplement outlines the key sections of each chapter, provides students with self-test questions, and also provides a set of
problems and solutions similar to those in the text and in the Test Bank. Because many instructors use multiple-choice exams, we
include coverage of exam-type questions and problems in the Study Guide.
This title includes topics such as multinational finance and small business issues. The new edition has also incorporated ethical
dilemma discussions throughout the text.

The coverage of this book is very comprehensive, and it will serve as concise guide to a wide range of areas that are
relevant to the Finance field. The book contain 25 chapters and also number of real life financial problems in the Indian
context in addition to the illustrative problems.
Topical coverage designed for the first financial management course. Introductory chapters discuss the basic concepts,
including accounting statements, security markets, interest rates, taxes, risk analysis, time value of money, and the
basics of security valuation. Subsequent chapters explain how financial managers can help maximize their firms' values
by improving decisions in such areas as working capital management, capital budgeting, and choice of capital structure.
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Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
An introductory guide to the world of finance The Basics of Finance is an accessible book for those who want to gain a
better understanding of this field, but lack a strong business background. It covers essential concepts, tools, methods,
and strategies in finance without delving too far into theory. Written by the experienced author team of Frank Fabozzi and
Pamela Peterson Drake, this reliable resource discusses everything from financial instruments and markets to portfolio
management techniques, understanding and analyzing financial statements, and different types of corporate financial
strategy, planning, and policy. Explores, in a basic way, topics such as cash flow analysis, asset valuation, capital
budgeting, and derivatives Provides a solid foundation in the field of finance, which you can quickly build upon Explains
concepts in various areas of finance without getting too complicated The Basics of Finance offers essential guidance on
financial markets and institutions, corporate finance, portfolio management, risk management, and much more. If you're
looking to learn more about finance, this is the best place to start.
The integrated solutions for Ross's Essentials of Corporate Finance have been specifically designed to help improve
student performance, meaning that students are prepared for and engaged in class, and they can successfully solve
problems and analyze the results. McGraw-Hill's adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable
modules that help students master chapter core concepts and come to class more prepared. In addition, resources within
Connect help students solve financial problems and apply what they've learned. Ross Essentials’ succinct coverage,
managerial focus, and strong end-of-chapter content combine with a complete digital solution to help your students
achieve higher outcomes in the course.
"This book focuses on the technical planning of power systems, taking into account technological evolutions in equipment
as well as the economic, financial, and societal factors that drive supply and demand and have implications for technical
planning at the micro level"--Provided by publisher.
Includes selected papers presented at its annual meeting.
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